
Features & benefits:

 Hygienic and safe micro-dosing.

 Few parts.

 Clean and drip-free operation.

 Pre-defined dose (1 or 2ml).

 Effectively empties the packaging.

 Minimum product waste.

 Fully recyclable – environment friendly.

 Suitable for products like soap, lotion,  
hand sanitizers and other skin care products.

 Accessories available: Different bottles  
and wall hangers.

3MP DISPENSING SYSTEM
Hygienic. Drip-free. Environment friendly. 

A closed system suitable for locations that demand high  
hygiene levels. The construction guarantees an airtight  
solution, making it impossible for bacteria and contaminants 
to find its way back into the container. The 3MP solution is the 
environmentally friendly alternative since it is fully recyclable 
without disassembly. The industrial design and few parts  
make it durable and reliable. The design gives you a clean  
and drip-free solution.

The 3MP dispensing system is perfect for micro dosing  
products like soap, lotion, hand sanitizers and other  
skin care products.

With the 3MP system, you get a hygienic and drip-free  
dispensing solution that constantly delivers a predefined  
dose of 1 or 2ml and effectively empties the packaging.

Wall bracket: #717200
Refillable bottle (1L): #779103
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3MP DISPENSING SYSTEM

Specifications

Dispenser Type of product Portion size Thread dimensions (mm) & Article number (#)

3 MP pump - Pink Soap, disenfectants 1 ml 28 mm (#715011)
3 MP pump - White Soap, disenfectants 2 ml 28 mm (#715010)

Accessories
Article number Product name

717202 Wall bracket (SS) 6 cm
717201 Wall bracket (SS) 10 cm
717200 Wall bracket (SS) 14 cm
717206 Wall bracket (plastic) 12 cm
715120 Standbag bottle (1L)
779103 Refillable bottle (1L) incl lid and pump (#715010)

3MP pump (1 ml): #715011 3MP pump (2 ml): #715010

Wall bracket: #717210
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